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We study supersolid-like crystalline structures emerging in the stationary states of a quasi-two-
dimensional spin-orbit (SO)-coupled spin-2 condensate in the ferromagnetic, cyclic, and antiferro-
magnetic phases by solving a mean-field model. Interplay of different strengths of SO coupling and
interatomic interactions gives rise to a variety of non-trivial density patterns in the emergent solu-
tions. For small SO-coupling strengths γ (γ ≈ 0.5), the ground state is an axisymmetric multi-ring
soliton for polar, cyclic and weakly-ferromagnetic interactions, whereas for stronger-ferromagnetic
interactions a circularly-asymmetric soliton emerges as the ground state. Depending on the values of
interaction parameters, with an increase in SO-coupling strength, a stripe phase may also emerge as
the ground state for polar and cyclic interactions. For intermediate values of SO-coupling strength
(γ ≈ 1), in addition to these solitons, one could have a quasi-degenerate triangular-lattice soliton in
all magnetic phases. On further increasing the SO-coupling strength (γ ' 4), a square-lattice and
a superstripe soliton emerge as quasi-degenerate states. The emergence of all these solitons can be
inferred from a study of solutions of the single-particle Hamiltonian.

I. INTRODUCTION

The experimental realization of spinor condensates
has opened up a plethora of possibilities to explore the
physics of these quantum degenerate gases [1]. As the
constituent atoms of the condensates are neutral, an ex-
citing challenge in the field of quantum degenerate gases
was to introduce the spin-orbit (SO) coupling, i.e., the
coupling between the spin of an atom and its linear mo-
mentum. The same was realized in experiments by creat-
ing non-abelian gauge potentials through Raman lasers
which coherently couple the spin-component states of a
spinor Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) [2–5]. An SO-
coupled BEC has been used as a quantum simulator to
study spin-Hall effect [6], fractional topological insula-
tors [7], and spin-current generation [8], etc. [9]. In a
pseudospin-1/2 (F = 1/2) spinor condensate with an
equal-strength mixture of Rashba [10] and Dresselhaus
[11] SO couplings, three ground-state phases emerge, e.g.
stripe, plane-wave, and zero-momentum phases [12]. An
equal-strength mixture of Rashba and Dresselhaus SO
couplings has also been realised in spin-1 condensates [5]
and experimental schemes to realize Rashba SO-coupled
spin-1 (F = 1) and spin-2 (F = 2) BECs have also been
proposed [13].

A vector-bright soliton is a self-bound multi-
component solitary wave which maintains its shape while
moving with a constant velocity. In the absence of
SO coupling, in quasi-two-dimensional (quasi-2D) [14]
and three-dimensional (3D) [15] settings a soliton can-
not be stabilized due to a collapse instability. How-
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ever, it has been theoretically demonstrated [16] that an
SO-coupling leads to a stabilization of self-trapped so-
lutions like bright solitons in quasi-2D [17] and 3D [18]
spinor BECs. Vector-bright solitons have been studied
extensively in SO-coupled quasi-one-dimensional (quasi-
1D) [19], quasi-2D [20], and 3D pseudospin-1/2 BECs
[21]. These self-trapped solitary waves have also been
predicted to emerge in SO-coupled quasi-1D [22], quasi-
2D [17, 23], and 3D spin-1 BECs [18]. In an SO-coupled
quasi-2D spin-1 BEC, the existence of square-lattice soli-
tons with a square-lattice modulation in the total den-
sity has also been demonstrated [23]. However, these
self-trapped solitons are still unexplored in the case of
quasi-2D SO-coupled spin-2 condensates and we under-
take a comprehensive study of the same in this paper. A
spin-2 BEC has three magnetic phases compared to two
for a spin-1 BEC. The SO-coupled spin-2 BEC density is
expected to exhibit more complex symmetry properties
compared to the spin-1 case and the interplay of spin-
independent and two spin-dependent interactions with
SO coupling is expected to lead to a richer variety of
emergent patterns in a spin-2 BEC [24, 25].

An exciting recent development in the field has been
the experimental realization of a supersolid phase of mat-
ter in dipolar BECs, where by tuning the ratio of dipo-
lar to contact interactions, the system first undergoes a
phase transition to a supersolid phase, which is followed
by a crossover to an insulating phase with a further de-
crease in the strength of contact interaction [26]. The ex-
citation spectrum of the dipolar BECs in the supersolid
phase has further confirmed that this phase corresponds
to a simultaneous (and spontaneous) breaking of continu-
ous translational and global gauge symmetries [27]. The
existence of a supersolid-like stripe phase with both di-
agonal and off-diagonal orders has been observed in SO-
coupled pseudospin-1/2 spinor condensates [28]. As no
additional symmetry is broken vis-à-vis the system with-
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out Raman coupling, these supersolid-like stripes have
been termed superstripes [29, 30].

In the present study, we consider a quasi-2D spin-2 con-
densate with a Rashba SO coupling. We investigate theo-
retically the self-trapped solitons of the BEC in the mean-
field approximation [31, 32], wherein a spin-2 conden-
sate is described by a set of five coupled Gross-Pitaevskii
(GP) equations. We study the soliton formation for small
SO-coupling strength γ (γ ≈ 0.5), for moderate SO-
coupling strength (γ ≈ 1) and also for large SO-coupling
strengths (γ ' 4). For small SO-coupling strengths,
(−2,−1, 0,+1,+2)-type multi-ring solitons appear in the
three possible magnetic phases − ferromagnetic, anti-
ferromagnetic, and cyclic − as the stationary-state solu-
tion, where the numbers in the parentheses are the phase
winding numbers in components mf = +2,+1, 0,−1,−2,
respectively, in addition to circularly-asymmetric solu-
tions. We minimize the spin-dependent-interaction en-
ergy and the SO-coupling energy to establish the allowed
values of angular momentum (phase winding numbers)
in different components of the system.

For moderate (γ ≈ 1) to strong SO-coupling strengths
(γ ' 4), depending on interaction parameters, mul-
tiple quasi-degenerate solitons may emerge in different
magnetic phases which include triangular-lattice soliton,
with hexagonal lattice formation and square-lattice soli-
ton, with square lattice formation, in addition to stripe
and superstripe solitons, all with supersolid-like proper-
ties. These states are quasi-degenerate because of in-
ternal symmetry properties. In the limit of vanishing
attractive interactions, all localized solitonic states will
have the same energy. The different localized quasi-
degenerate solitonic states are created for a non-zero |c0|
and as |c0| increases the degeneracy will be gradually re-
moved. Of these different states, the triangular-lattice,
square-lattice, and superstripe solitons have spatially-
periodic modulation in both component and total den-
sities, whereas the stripe soliton does not have any mod-
ulation in total density. We also construct the degen-
erate ground state solutions of the non-interacting SO-
coupled condensate in order to anticipate the different
types of solitons with supersolid-like properties, which
might emerge with the introduction of interactions. We
confirm the stability of these solutions by real-time sim-
ulation over long periods of time using the converged
imaginary-time wave function as the initial state.

The head-on collision between two (−2,−1, 0,+1,+2)-
type multi-ring solitons has also been studied. The
mean-field GP equations in presence of an SO coupling
are not Galilean invariant and we introduce a Galilean-
transformed GP equations to study a moving soliton. We
find that a moving multi-ring soliton gets deformed with
the increase of velocity and ceases to exist beyond a crit-
ical velocity; so we study the collision at small velocities.
At larger velocities the collision is found to be quasi elas-
tic with the solitons passing through each other. At small
velocities the collision is inelastic and the two solitons join
to form a single entity and the identity of the colliding

solitons is lost.
The paper is organized as follows. In the Sec. II A, we

present the mean-field GP equations of an SO-coupled
spin-2 BEC. In Sec. II B, assuming a circular symme-
try we establish the allowed phase-winding numbers for
the system from a minimization of the interaction and
SO-coupling energy terms. In Sec. II C, we demonstrate
the possibility of multi-ring, stripe, square-lattice, and
triangular-lattice formation from solutions of the non-
interacting system. In Sec. III, we discuss a variety of
self-trapped solutions emerging at different SO-coupling
strengths from a numerical solution of the GP equations.
In Sec. III A, we show that axisymmetric multi-ring and
circularly-asymmetric solitons, the latter for ferromag-
netic BECs, are possible for small SO-coupling strengths
γ. In Sec. III B, we demonstrate that quasi-degenerate
axisymmetric multi-ring and triangular-lattice solitons
emerge for medium values of γ. In Sec. III C, we establish
the formation of multi-ring, square-lattice, superstripe
and stripe solitons for large γ. We confirm the dynamic
stability of the different solitons using real-time evolution
with the addition of a small random noise to the order
parameter in Sec. IIID. The bifurcation behaviour is
discussed in Sec. III E. The Galilean transformed mean-
field model for the condensate is introduced in Sec. III F,
which we use to study the moving solitons and collisions
between them.

II. MEAN FIELD MODEL FOR
SPIN-ORBIT-COUPLED SPIN-2 BEC

A. Gross-Pitaevskii equations

We consider an SO-coupled spin-2 spinor BEC free in
the x-y plane and confined by a harmonic trap V (r) =
mωz

2z2/2 along the z-direction to its Gaussian ground
state. The trapping frequency ωz is strong enough to
freeze the dynamics along z direction. The single-particle
Hamiltonian of this system in the presence of Rashba SO
coupling is given by [33]

H0 =
p2x + p2y

2m
+ γ(pySx − pxSy), (1)

where px = −i~∂x ≡ −i~∂/∂x and py = −i~∂y ≡
−i~∂/∂y are the momentum operators along x and y
axes, respectively, γ is the strength of SO coupling, Sx
and Sy are the irreducible representations of the x and
y components of angular momentum operators for spin-2
particle, respectively. The (j′, j)th element of these 5×5
matrices are

(Sx)j′,j = 1
2

(√
(2− j)(2 + j + 1)~δj′,j+1

+
√

(2 + j)(2− j + 1)~δj′,j−1
)
, (2)

(Sy)j′,j = − 1
2 i
(√

(2− j)(2 + j + 1)~δj′,j+1

−
√

(2 + j)(2− j + 1)~δj′,j−1
)
, (3)
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where j′ and j represent the spin projections mf and can
have values ±2,±1, 0.

The reduced quasi-2D spinor BEC can be described
by a set of five coupled mean-field partial differential GP
equations for the wave-function components φj and are
given in dimensionless form as [1]

i∂tφ±2 = Hφ±2 + c0ρφ±2 + c1(F∓φ±1 ± 2Fzφ±2)

+c2
1√
5
Θφ∗∓2 + Γ±2, (4a)

i∂tφ±1 = Hφ±1 + c0ρφ±1 + c1

(√
3
2F∓φ0 + F±φ±2

±Fzφ±1
)
− c2 1√

5
Θφ∗∓1 + Γ±1, (4b)

i∂tφ0 = Hφ0 + c0ρφ0 + c1

√
3
2 (F−φ−1 + F+φ+1)

+c2
1√
5

Θφ∗0 + Γ0, (4c)

where

H = − 1
2

(
∂x

2 + ∂y
2
)
,

Θ = 1√
5
(2φ+2φ−2 − 2φ+1φ−1 + φ20), Fz =

∑
j j|φj |2,

F− = F ∗+ = 2φ∗−2φ−1 +
√

6φ∗−1φ0 +
√

6φ∗0φ+1 + 2φ+2φ
∗
+1 ,

where ∂t ≡ ∂/∂t, ρj(x, y) = |φj(x, y)|2 are component
densities and ρ(x, y) ≡

∑
j ρj(x, y) is the total density,

F± = Fx ± iFy, |F|2 = F 2
x + F 2

y + F 2
z ≡ F+F− + F 2

z ,
where Fx, Fy, Fz are the three components of the spin-
density vector F, and Θ is the spin-singlet pair amplitude.
In Eqs. (4a)-(4c), the interaction parameters and SO
coupling terms are defined as

c0 =
2
√

2πN(4a2 + 3a4)

7aosc
, c1 =

2
√

2πN(a4 − a2)

7aosc
,

(5a)

c2 =
2
√

2πN(7a0 − 10a2 + 3a4)

7aosc
(5b)

Γ±2 =− iγ (∂y ± i∂x)φ±1, (5c)

Γ±1 =− i
√

3
2γ (∂y ± i∂x)φ0 − iγ (∂y ∓ i∂x)φ±2, (5d)

Γ0 =− i
√

3
2γ[(∂y − i∂x)φ+1 + (∂y + i∂x)φ−1], (5e)

where a0, a2, and a4 are s-wave scattering lengths in the
possible total spin channels 0, 2 and 4, respectively, for
a spin-2 BEC, and N is the total number of bosons.

In this study we will consider a self-attractive (c0 < 0)
system. Depending on the values of c1 and c2 we can
have three magnetic phases [1] − ferromagnetic, anti-
ferromagnetic, and cyclic − as illustrated in Fig. 1. The
units of length, density, time, and energy considered in
Eqs. (4a)-(4c) are oscillator length aosc =

√
~/mωz, a−2osc,

ω−1z , and ~ωz, respectively. The dimensionless formula-
tion of mean-field model for the condensate has the nor-
malization condition

∫
ρ(x, y)dxdy = 1. The number of
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FIG. 1: (Color online) The c2 versus c1 phase plot (not
to scale) illustrating ferromagnetic, anti-ferromagnetic, and
cyclic phases in the absence of SO coupling. All the figures
in this work are plotted in dimensionless units.

particles along with energy

E =
∫
dxdy

[∑+2
j=−2 φ

∗
jHφj + 1

2c0ρ
2 + 1

2c1|F|
2

+ 1
2c2|Θ|

2 +
∑+2
j=−2 φ

∗
jΓj

]
, (6)

are two conserved quantities of an SO-coupled BEC.
In the presence of SO-coupling (γ 6= 0), magnetiza-
tion (≡

∫
Fzdxdy =

∫
dxdy[2ρ+2(x, y) − 2ρ−2(x, y) +

ρ+1(x, y) − ρ−1(x, y)]) is not a conserved quantity, al-
though it is conserved for γ = 0.

B. Phase Requirement

The permitted vortex configurations in a spinor BEC
depend on the inter-component phase relationships. Con-
sidering a circular symmetry, the spinor order parameter
for a vortex configuration in circular polar co-ordinates
(r, θ) can be written in terms of amplitude and phase
part as

φj(r, θ) = Rj(r)e
i(wjθ+αj), (7)

where Rj = |φj(r, θ)| ≥ 0 and j = 0,±1,±2. The
phases of the component wave functions have contribu-
tions from winding number wj of the phase-singularity
which is an integer and any other constant phase αj . Us-
ing the ansatz (7), one can minimize the interaction and
the energy contribution from the SO coupling leading to
following independent relationships among the permitted
winding numbers (details are given in Appendix):

w+2 − w+1 + 1 = 0, w+1 − w0 + 1 = 0, (8a)
w−2 − w−1 − 1 = 0, w−1 − w0 − 1 = 0. (8b)

The allowed winding-number combinations
are (−2,−1, 0,+1,+2), (−1, 0,+1,+2,+3),
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(0,+1,+2,+3,+4), and higher. It is to be also
noted that an axisymmetric configuration without any
phase singularity in any of the components, i.e., with
a winding number combination of (0,0,0,0,0), is not
allowed as per Eqs. (8a)-(8b). Using Eq. (7), kinetic
energy (KE) of the condensate is

KE =

2∑
j=−2

w2
j

∫
πφ2j
r
dr, (9)

which indicates that the system might end up favoring
small winding numbers.

C. Single-Particle Hamiltonian

The emergence of the axisymmetric solutions to Eqs.
(4a)-(4c) in the form of a (−2,−1, 0,+1,+2)-type multi-
ring state can be inferred from the eigenfunction of
the single-particle (or non-interacting) Hamiltonian in
Eq. (1). One eigenfunction of the single-particle Hamil-
tonian with (minimum) energy −2γ2 is

Φ =
1

4


e−2iϕ

−2e−iϕ√
6

−2eiϕ

e2iϕ

 eixkx+iyky ≡ ζ(ϕ)eixkx+iyky , (10)

where ϕ = tan−1(ky/kx) and k2 = k2x + k2y = (2γ)2 which
corresponds to the minimum of eigen energy

E(kx, ky) =
1

2

(
k2x + k2y − 4γ

√
k2x + k2y

)
. (11)

The two-dimensional contour plot of eigen energy
E(kx, ky) for γ = 1 is shown in Fig. 2. The eigen energy
is minimum along a circle of radius 2, i.e., for k2x+k2y = 4.
Hence a typical k ≡ (kx, ky) which minimizes the eigen
energy is as shown in Fig. 2, where ϕ can vary from 0
to 2π. The eigenfunctions with different orientations of
the vector k ≡ {kx, ky} in the kx − ky plane, as shown
in Fig. 2, are all degenerate. Thus a most general solu-
tion to the single-particle Hamiltonian can be obtained
by considering the superposition of eigenfunctions (10)
with k allowed to point along all directions in 2D plane.
The generic solution, so obtained, is

ΦMR =
1

8π

∫ 2π

0


e−2iϕ

−2e−iϕ√
6

−2eiϕ

ei2ϕ

 ei2γr cos(ϕ−θ)dϕ, (12)

=
1

4


−e−2iθJ2(2γr)
−2ie−iθJ1(2γr)√

6J0(2γr)
−2ieiθJ1(2γr)
−e2iθJ2(2γr)

 , (13)

FIG. 2: (Color online) Contour plot of eigen energy E(kx, ky)
in Eq. (11) for γ = 1. The minima corresponding to k2x+k2y =
4 is a circle of radius 2. A typical k with magnitude 2 and
oriented at a polar angle ϕ is also shown.

where θ = tan−1 y/x, and Jn(2γr) with n = 0, 1, 2 is the
Bessel function of first kind of order n and where ΦMR

has the phase singularities of a multi-ring (MR) soliton.
Solution (13) agrees with the permissible winding number
combination of (−2,−1, 0,+1,+2) obtained earlier based
on energetic considerations, viz. Eq.(8), and corresponds
to a (−2,−1, 0,+1,+2)-type multi-ring soliton. As the
component densities, ρj ∼ |J|j||2, the densities would
have a long undulating tail, and in the asymptotic region
with r →∞, ρj ∼

√
2/(2πγr) cos (2γr − π|j|/2− π/4).

Besides superposition of an infinite number of plane
waves, viz. Eq. 12, one can also have a superposition
of (a) two counter-propagating plane waves, (b) three
plane waves whose propagation vectors make an angle
2π/3 with each other, or (c) four plane waves whose
propagation vectors make an angle π/2 with each other.
Choosing x-direction as the direction for one of these
wave vectors, these superpositions, representing a stripe
(ST), triangular lattice (TL), and square lattice (SL), re-
spectively, are

ΦST = 1√
2

[
ζ(0)ei2γx + ζ(π)e−i2γx

]
, (14a)

ΦTL = 1√
3

[
ζ(0)ei2γx + ζ(2π/3)ei(−γx+γ

√
3y)

+ζ(4π/3)ei(−γx−γ
√
3)
]
, (14b)

ΦSL = 1
2

[
ζ(0)ei2γx + ζ(π/2)ei2γy + ζ(π)e−i2γx

+ζ(3π/2)e−i2γy
]
. (14c)

The component densities and corresponding total den-
sity for these degenerate solutions corresponding to
|ΦST|2, |ΦTL|2, |ΦSL|2 and |ΦMR|2, are shown in Figs.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) The two-dimensional contour plot of
densities of the components j = ±2, j = ±1, j = 0, and
total density corresponding to ΦST is shown in (a)-(d) for
SO-coupling strength γ = 1. The same for ΦTL, ΦSL and
ΦMR are shown in (e)-(h), (i)-(l) and (m)-(p), respectively.

3(a)-(d), 3(e)-(h), 3(i)-(l), and 3(m)-(p), respectively. If
one examines the total density corresponding to these
superpositions in Eqs. (13)-(14) as plotted in Figs. 3(d),
(h), (l), and (p), then in the total density corresponding
to |ΦMR|2 and |ΦST|2 there is no spatially-periodic mod-
ulation, whereas the total density |ΦTL|2 and |ΦSL|2 will
have a hexagonal and a square-lattice crystallization, re-
spectively. The localized solitons studied in this paper
can be qualitatively approximated by the single-particle
solutions (13)-(14) multiplied by a localized Gaussian
function. In the numerical solution by an imaginary-
time propagation such approximations can be used as
the initial functions for different solitons with appropri-
ate symmetry.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We numerically solve the GP equations (4a)-(4c) using
split time-step Fourier spectral method [34]. For SOC
strengths upto γ = 1, we consider the spatial step sizes
∆x = ∆y = 0.1. Here the two-dimensional box size for
solving the GP equations is 60 × 60. For γ > 1, the
step sizes and box size considered are ∆x = ∆y = 0.05,
∆t = 0.00025 and 40×40, respectively. The time steps for

imaginary- and real-time propagation are ∆t = 0.1×∆x2

and ∆t = 0.05 ×∆x2, respectively. The imaginary-time
propagation method is used for finding the lowest-energy
state of a specific symmetry, whereas real-time propaga-
tion is used to study the dynamics. The initial guess for
order parameter to obtain the stripe, triangular-lattice
and square-lattice solitons are considered as solutions to
non-interacting condensate, viz. Eqs. (14a)-(14c), multi-
plied by a localized Gaussian state and the same for the
multi-ring soliton is a two-dimensional Gaussian func-
tion with appropriate vortices phase-imprinted on differ-
ent components. As magnetization is not conserved, dur-
ing time propagation magnetization is allowed to evolve
freely and attain a final converged value independent of
the magnetization of the initial state. The dynamic sta-
bility of the solutions is demonstrated by real-time evo-
lution with a small random noise added to the order pa-
rameter at t = 0, wherein they retain their structure over
long periods of evolution.

Our numerical studies reveal that an SO-coupled spin-
2 BEC with attractive interactions can have a variety
of self-trapped stationary solutions including the cases
where the total density of the condensate exhibits reg-
ular hexagonal or square patterns. The ground-state
phase diagram of a ferromagnetic BEC with c0 = −0.5,
c1 = −0.025 and polar and cyclic BECs with c0 = −0.5,
c1 = 0.025 in c2-γ planes are shown in Figs. 4(a) and (b),
respectively. For the ferromagnetic BEC, as the strength
of the SO coupling is increased, the ground state changes
from an axisymmetric multi-ring soliton to an asymmet-
ric soliton. For the polar and cyclic BECs, the ground-
state phase changes from a multi-ring soliton to a stripe
soliton above a critical SO-coupling for the chosen set of
interaction parameters. In a narrow strip near γ = 1,
a triangular-lattice soliton appears as one of the quasi-
degenerate ground states in all three magnetic phases as
shown by shaded regions in Figs. 4(a) and (b). It is also
pertinent to point out that the energy difference among
the quasi-degenerate states decreases (increases) with a
decrease (increase) in |c0|.

A. Small SO-coupling strength

1. Ferromagnetic Phase

In an SO-coupled spin-2 BEC with c0 < 0, c(1)1 ≤ c1 <
0, and c2 > 0, which implies that the system is weakly
ferromagnetic, where c

(1)
1 is a constant, viz. Fig. 1,

the lowest-energy state has an axisymmetric density pat-
tern corresponding to a (−2,−1, 0,+1,+2)-type multi-
ring soliton, whereas the higher energy states could be ax-
isymmetric or circularly asymmetric. For smaller c1, i.e.
c1 < c

(1)
1 , the interactions become (relatively) strongly

ferromagnetic, and the ground state corresponds to a
circularly-asymmetric soliton. The (−2,−1, 0,+1,+2)-
type axisymmetric multi-ring soliton continues to exist
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FIG. 4: (Color online) The c2 versus γ phase plots for the
ground states are shown (a) for the ferromagnetic phase with
c0 = −0.5 and c1 = −0.025 and (b) for the cyclic and po-
lar phases with c0 = −0.5 and c1 = 0.025. In (a) for small
SO-coupling strengths, the axisymmetric (−2,−1, 0,+1,+2)
state is the ground state similar to the state shown in 5(a)-
(d), whereas for larger SO-coupling strengths, the asymmetric
soliton state is the ground state similar to the state shown in
6(f)-(j). In (b) for small SO-coupling strengths, the axisym-
metric (−2,−1, 0,+1,+2) state is the ground state similar to
the state shown in 5(a)-(d), whereas for larger SO-coupling
strengths, the stripe soliton state (ST) is the ground state
similar to the state shown in 9(a)-(d). Difference in energy
of other quasi-degenerate solitons from these ground states is
' 10−4. As an illustration, one of the quasi-degenerate states
is the triangular-lattice (TL) state similar to the state shown
in 7(a)-(d), which occupies a narrow region near γ = 1 and is
shown by a red shaded strip. The energy differences between
the triangular lattice (TL) state and the (−2,−1, 0,+1,+2)-
type multi-ring ground state in plots (a) and (b) are 10−4-
10−3.

in this case, but is no longer the ground state. With
further decrease of c1 below another constant c(2)1 an in-
crease of attractive interaction leads to a collapse of the
condensate and no solution exists. The explicit values of
the constants c(1)1 and c(2)1 are dependent on the param-
eters c0, c2 and γ.

Axisymmetric multi-ring soliton: As an example in
the ferromagnetic phase, we consider c0 = −0.5, c1 =

−0.025 > c
(1)
1 = −0.05, c2 = 0.25 and γ = 0.5. The

ground state solution for this set of parameters is an
axisymmetric (−2,−1, 0,+1,+2)-type multi-ring soliton

FIG. 5: (Color online) Contour plot of density of the compo-
nents (a) j = ±2, (b) j = ±1, (c) j = 0, and (d) total density
of an axisymmetric (−2,−1, 0,+1,+2)-type multi-ring soli-
ton with c0 = −0.5, c1 = −0.025 , c2 = 0.25, (ferromagnetic
phase) and γ = 0.5 with energy E = −0.4992.

with energy E = −0.4992 as exhibited in Fig. (5) through
a contour plot of the component densities (a) ρ±2, (b)
ρ±1, (c) ρ0 and (d) the total density ρ. The densities
of components ±j with j = 1, 2 are equal. This state
has the same rotational symmetry as the ground state
of the non-interacting SO-coupled condensate governed
by Eq. (13) and has a long undulating tail of decreasing
amplitude consistent with the asymptotic behaviour of
Bessel functions. If the wave function (13) is multiplied
by a localized Gaussian function, the resultant function
qualitatively produces the density of the state displayed
in Fig. 5. Hence the density and symmetry properties
of the actual physical state can be inferred from a study
of the eigenfunctions of the single-particle Hamiltonian.
The total density has no core at the center as the vor-
tex cores of j = ±2, and j = ±1 components are filled
by a non-zero density at the center of the j = 0 com-
ponent. The first zeros of J0(r), J1(r), and J2(r) are
2.40483, 3.83171, and 5.13562, respectively, and these
agree very well with the results presented in Fig. (5).
Numerically, this solution is obtained by evolving Eqs.
(4a)-(4c) in imaginary time and using, as an initial guess,
a two-dimensional Gaussian function multiplied by an
appropriate phase factor of exp(−ijϕ) for the jth com-
ponent. For the same set of parameters, we also have
a (−1, 0,+1,+2,+3)-type multi-ring soliton with an en-
ergy -0.4991 as shown in Fig. 6(a)-(e) through a contour
plot of component densities (a) ρ+2, (b) ρ+1, (c) ρ0, (d)
ρ−1, and (e) ρ−2. The quasi-degeneracy between the two
solutions shown in Figs. 5(a)-(d) and 6(a)-(e) is lifted
with an increase in |c0|. The winding number combina-
tions for these axisymmetric solutions are in accordance
with relations given in Eq. (8).

Circularly-asymmetric soliton: By considering the pa-
rameters in the (relatively) strongly ferromagnetic phase
with c0 = −0.5, c1 = −0.1, c2 = 0.25 and γ = 0.5,
the circularly-asymmetric soliton displayed in Figs. 6(f)-
(j) through a contour plot of component densities turns
out to be the ground state while the axisymmetric
(−2,−1, 0,+1,+2)-type multi-ring soliton appears as an
excited state. Asymmetry of the solution arises, in this
case, as different from the (−2,−1, 0,+1,+2)-type soli-
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Contour plot of density of components
(a) j = +2, (b) j = +1, (c) j = 0, (d) j = −1, and (e)
j = −2 of an axisymmetric (−1, 0,+1,+2,+3)-type multi-
ring soliton with c0 = −0.5, c1 = −0.025, c2 = 0.25, (ferro-
magnetic phase) γ = 0.5 and energy E = −0.4991; the same
of a circularly-asymmetric soliton with c0 = −0.5 c1 = −0.1,
c2 = 0.25, (strongly ferromagnetic phase), γ = 0.5, and en-
ergy E = −0.4996 in (f)-(j)..

ton displayed in Figs. 5(a)-(d), the phase-singularities in
±j components of the circularly-asymmetric soliton ex-
hibited in Figs. 6(f)-(j) do not overlap. When we keep on
decreasing c1 further, then these singularities in ±j com-
ponents move further apart along y-axis. For c0 = −0.5,
c1 = −1.3, c2 = 0.25 and γ = 0.5, phase-singularities lie
in the region where the condensate density is quite small
(not shown here) and hence no perceptible density hole
is visible in the component densities ρj . If we decrease
c1 below c

(2)
1 = −1.3, while keeping c0, c2, and γ fixed,

then the condensate collapses.

2. Cyclic and Polar phases

For small SO-coupling strengths, in both cyclic and
polar phases, similar to the ferromagnetic phase, the
axisymmetric (−2,−1, 0,+1,+2)-type multi-ring soliton
emerges as the ground state, whereas the axisymmetric
(−1, 0,+1,+2,+3)-type soliton appears as a metastable
state (result not shown here). For example, with c0 =
−0.5, c1 = 0.025, c2 = 0.25 and γ = 0.5 correspond-
ing to the cyclic phase, viz. Fig. 1, the axisym-
metric (−2,−1, 0,+1,+2)-type and (−1, 0,+1,+2,+3)-
type multi-ring solitons have energies −0.4992 and
−0.3864, respectively. Similarly, with c0 = −0.5, c1 =
0.025, c2 = −0.25 and γ = 0.5, corresponding to
the polar phase, the respective energies of axisymmet-
ric (−2,−1, 0,+1,+2)-type and (−1, 0,+1,+2,+3)-type
multi-ring solitons are −0.4994 and −0.3855. In both
cases, the (−2,−1, 0,+1,+2)-type multi-ring soliton is
the ground state.

FIG. 7: (Color online) Contour plot of density of components
(a) j = ±2, (b) j = ±1, (c) j = 0, and (d) total density
of a triangular-lattice soliton with c0 = −0.5, c1 = 0.025,
c2 = 0.25, (cyclic phase) γ = 1, and energy E = −1.9989; the
same of a (−2,−1, 0,+1,+2)-type multi-ring soliton for the
same parameters and E = −1.9990 in (e)-(h).

FIG. 8: (Color online) Contour plot of density of a square-
lattice soliton of components (a) j = ±2, (b) j = ±1, (c)
j = 0 and (d) total density for c0 = −0.5, c1 = −0.025,
c2 = 0.25, (ferromagnetic phase) γ = 4 and E = −31.9988;
for the same parameters, the component and total densities of
a (−2,−1,−0,+1,+2)-type multi-ring soliton in (e)-(h) with
E = −31.9999.

B. Intermediate SO-coupling strength

For intermediate SO-coupling strengths, we get a
triangular-lattice soliton, with a hexagonal-lattice crys-
tallization in components and total densities, in all three
magnetic phases − ferromagnetic, polar and cyclic. Al-
though a square-lattice soliton has been earlier identified
in Ref. [23], a triangular-lattice soliton was not found
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in the spin-1 case. For example, in the cyclic phase
with c0 = −0.5, c1 = 0.025, c2 = 0.25 and γ = 1,
the triangular-lattice soliton is shown in Fig. 7 through
a contour density plot of component densities (a) ρ±2,
(b) ρ±1, (c) ρ0 and (d) total density. The triangular-
lattice structure is a result of superposition of three
plane waves and corresponds to a solution of the non-
interacting system given by Eq. (14b). However, to get
a localized hexagonal structure as in Figs. 7(a)-(d), the
function (14b) has to be multiplied by a localized Gaus-
sian function. For the same parameters, an axisymmetric
(−2,−1, 0,+1,+2)-type multi-ring soliton corresponding
to the single-particle solution (13) is also a solution as
illustrated in Figs. 7(e)-(h). Both these states, the multi-
ring and the triangular-lattice solitons, have approxi-
mately the same numerical energy (E = −1.9990 and
E = −1.9989) and are quasi-degenerate. This degener-
acy between the two solutions is removed with an increase
in |c0| resulting in the (−2,−1, 0,+1,+2)-type multi-ring
soliton as the ground state.

C. Large SOC strength

When γ is increased further, different types of degen-
erate states appear with approximately the same energy
in the three different magnetic phases. As an example,
in the ferromagnetic phase with c0 = −0.5, c1 = −0.025,
c2 = 0.25, and γ ' 4, we get the following five types
of quasi-degenerate solitons: (1) a square-lattice soli-
ton, where as shown in Figs. 8(a)-(d), the component as
well as the total densities show square-lattice crystalliza-
tion consistent with the single-particle order parameter
(14c), (2) a (−2,−1, 0,+1,+2)-type multi-ring soliton,
corresponding to the single-particle order parameter (13),
as shown in Figs. 8(e)-(h), (3) a circularly-asymmetric
soliton, (4) a stripe soliton with stripe modulation in
component densities corresponding to the single-particle
order parameter (14)(a), and (5) a superstripe soliton
which has stripe patterns in component densities ρ±1 and
square-lattice crystallization in component densities ρ±2
and ρ0 and also total density. The three latter solitons
are not shown here. In case of the square-lattice soliton,
viz. Fig. 8(a)-(d), the square-lattice crystallization in
components j = ±2 and 0 are quite similar, whereas the
square-lattice pattern in the components j = ±1 is dif-
ferent. The lattice in components j = ±2 and 0 makes
an angle of 45◦ with the lattice in component j = ±1
and this is consistent with density pattern corresponding
to ΦSL as shown in Figs. 3(i)-(l). The prominent square
lattice in total density has the same alignment as in com-
ponents j = ±2 and 0. A similar square-lattice soliton
was predicted in an SO-coupled spin-1 spinor BEC [23].
The densities of components j = ±2 and 0 (j = ±1) of
the square-lattice soliton of Figs. 8(a)-(d) are quite simi-
lar to the densities of components j = ±1 (j = 0) of the
same in an SO-coupled spin-1 spinor BEC [23]; the to-
tal densities in the two cases are also quite similar. The

FIG. 9: (Color online) Contour plot of density of a stripe
soliton of components (a) j = ±2, (b) j = ±1, (c) j = 0, and
(d) total density with c0 = −0.5, c1 = 0.025, c2 = 0.25, (cyclic
phase) γ = 4, E = −32.0006; the same of a square-lattice
soliton for the same parameters in (e)-(h) with E = −31.9990.

energies of these five different types of solitons are, re-
spectively, −31.9988,−31.9999,−32.0071,−31.9998, and
−32.0020 and hence these solitons are quasi-degenerate.

In the cyclic phase, with c0 = −0.5, c1 = 0.025, c2 =
0.25, and γ ' 4, we again obtain four of the aforemen-
tioned quasi-degenerate solitons except the circularly-
asymmetric soliton. The component and total densities
corresponding to stripe soliton and square-lattice soli-
ton are shown in Figs. 9(a)-(d) and 9(e)-(h), respectively.
The stripe soliton of Figs. 9(a)-(d) is quite similar to the
one in an SO-coupled spin-1 spinor BEC [23] for γ = 4
in both ferromagnetic and polar phases. In both cases
the stripe pattern appears only in the component densi-
ties with the total density showing no modulation. The
respective energies of the stripe and the square-lattice
solitons are −32.0006 and −31.9990. The superstripe
soliton with energy −32.0002 and multi-ring soliton with
energy −31.9999 are not shown here.

In the polar phase, with c0 = −0.5, c1 = 0.025,
c2 = −0.25, and γ ' 4, we get the same four quasi-
degenerate solitons as in the cyclic phase discussed above.
Two of these, square-lattice soliton with energy −31.9987
and superstripe soliton with energy −32.0023 are shown
in Figs. 10(a)-(d) and (e)-(h), respectively. The super-
stripe soliton has a square-lattice type spatial modulation
superposed on stripes in components j = ±2 and 0 and
a stripe modulation in component j = ±1 whereas total
density has a square-lattice type pattern. The square-
lattice soliton is quite similar to same of Figs. 8(a)-
(d) and 9(e)-(h). However, the superstripe soliton of
Figs. 10(e)-(h) has now acquired a square-lattice pat-
tern in total density quite similar to a superstripe soliton
of an SO-coupled spin-1 spinor BEC for γ = 8 [23] in
both ferromagnetic and polar phases. The stripe soliton
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FIG. 10: (Color online) Contour plot of density of a square-
lattice soliton of components (a) j = ±2, (b) j = ±1, (c)
j = 0, and (d) total density with c0 = −0.5, c1 = 0.025,
c2 = −0.25, (polar phase) γ = 4, E = −31.9987; the same of
a superstripe soliton for the same parameters in (e)-(h) with
E = −32.0023.

with energy −32.0044 and multi-ring soliton with energy
−32.0009 are not shown here.

D. Dynamical Stability

We confirm the dynamical stability of the stationary
states of the SO-coupled spin-2 BEC discussed in Sec.
IIIA-III C via a real-time propagation over an extended
period of time up to t = 500. In addition to this, we
have also tested the stability of these solutions by adding
an initial random noise δφjnoise to the respective order
parameters at t = 0 and then studying their real-time
dynamics. We consider the random noise as

δφj
noise(x, y) = 10−3

√
NjRg(x, y)eiRu(x,y), (15)

where Nj =
∫
ρj(x, y)dr. The amplitude of this noise

is randomized by random numbers Rg(x, y) which follow
the Gaussian distribution, whereas phase of the noise is
randomized by Ru(x, y) which follows a uniform prob-
ability distribution over the interval [0, 2π]. As an il-
lustration, we consider the triangular-lattice soliton of
Figs. 7(a)-(d) and the square-lattice soliton of Figs. 8(a)-
(d). At t = 0, δφjnoise is added to the respective order-
parameters and the resultant order parameters are con-
sidered initial solutions to Eqs. (4a)-(4c), which are now
solved (evolved) in real-time up to t = 100. The resultant
component and total densities at t = 100 are displayed
in Figs. 11(a)-(d) and 11(e)-(h), respectively. The peri-
odic density patterns survive with slightly different peak
densities compared to the t = 0 solutions, demonstrating
the dynamical stability of the solitons.

FIG. 11: (Color online) Contour plot of component densities
of the triangular-lattice soliton of Figs. 7(a)-(d) for compo-
nents (a) j = ±2, (b) j = ±1, (c) j = 0, and (d) total density
after 100 units of time; the same of the square-lattice soliton
of Figs. 8(a)-(d) for components (e) j = ±2, (f) j = ±1,
(g) j = 0, and (h) total density, after real-time simulation
over 100 units of time. The initial state used in real-time
propagation is obtained by adding a random noise (15) to
the stationary-state imaginary-time solutions shown in Figs.
7(a)-(d) for (a)-(d) and Figs. 8(a)-(d) for (e)-(h).

E. Bifurcations

In the non-interacting system, various solutions are
completely degenerate, whereas on the introduction of
interactions, solutions of Eqs. (4a)-(4c) exhibit a bifur-
cating behaviour. As the energies of these solutions are
very close, to make the nature of these bifurcations clear,
we calculate the difference ∆E between total energy of
the solution and the single-particle solution’s energy, i.e.,
−2γ2 as discussed in Sec. II C. A cut is now consid-
ered in the phase-diagram 4(a) at an appropriate c2, say
c2 = 0.15, for the ferromagnetic phase, and ∆E as a func-
tion of SO coupling strength γ is evaluated for the vari-
ous solutions. Similarly, a cut at c2 = 0.15 for the cyclic
phase in 4(b) and at c2 = −0.15 for the polar phase
in 4(b) are considered. The resultant bifurcation plots
showing ∆E as a function of the SO-coupling strength
γ are shown in Figs. 12(a)-(c) for the three magnetic
phases. Bifurcation points agree with the critical points
in the phase diagrams shown in Figs. 4(a)-(b).
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FIG. 12: (Color online) (a) The bifurcation diagram in the
∆E-γ plane for the ferromagnetic phase corresponding to a
cut in the phase-diagram 4(a) at c2 = 0.15. The same for the
cyclic phase is shown in (b) by taking a cut at c2 = 0.15 in the
phase-diagram 4(b). In the polar domain of phase diagram
4(b), a cut is taken at c2 = −0.15, and bifurcation picture
is shown in (c). The ∆E = E + 2γ2, where E is the energy
of the state and −2γ2 is the single particle solution’s energy,
corresponding to various quasi-degenerate states are plotted
by using different symbols as well as different colours. SST
corresponds to the super-stripe similar to the state shown
in 10(e)-(h), SL corresponds to the square-lattice similar to
the state shown in 8(a)-(d), TL corresponds to the triangular-
lattice similar to the state shown in 7(a)-(d), MR corresponds
to the (-2, -1, 0, +1, +2)-type multi-ring solution similar to
the state shown in 5(a)-(d), EMR corresponds to the (-1, 0,
+1, +2, +3)-type excited-state multi-ring solution, ST cor-
responds to the stripe solution similar to the state shown in
9(a)-(d), ASYMM corresponds to the circularly-asymmetric
solution similar to the state shown in 6(f)-(j).

F. Moving (−2,−1, 0,+1,+2)-type soliton

The SO coupling breaks the Galilean invariance of the
mean-field model of the spinor BECs [35]. Explicitly,
considering the Galilean transformation x′ = x, y′ =
y− vt, t′ = t, where v is the relative velocity along y-axis
of primed coordinate system with respect to unprimed
coordinate system, along with the following transforma-
tion of the wave function ψ′ → φ

φj(x, y, t) = ψj
′(x′, y′, t′)eivy

′+iv2t′/2, (16)

we get from Eqs. (4a)-(4c)

i∂t′ψ
′
±2 =Hψ′±2 + c0ρψ

′
±2 + c1(F ′∓ψ

′
±1 ± 2F ′zψ

′
±2)

+ c2√
5
Θψ′∓2 − iγ∂∓ψ′±1 + γψ′±1v, (17a)

i∂t′ψ
′
±1 =Hψ′±1 + c0ρψ

′
±1 + c1

(√
3
2F
′
∓ψ
′
0 + F ′±ψ

′
±2

± F ′zψ
′
±1
)
− c2√

5
Θψ′∓1 − iγ

√
3
2∂∓ψ

′
0

−iγ∂±ψ′±2 + γ
(√

3
2ψ
′
0 + ψ′±2

)
v, (17b)

i∂t′ψ
′
0 =Hψ′0 + c0ρψ

′
0 + c1

√
3
2 (F−ψ

′
−1 + F+ψ

′
+1)

+ c2√
5
Θψ′0 − i

√
3
2γ∂+(ψ′+1 + ψ′−1)

+γ
√

3
2

(
ψ′+1 + ψ′−1

)
v, (17c)

where ∂± = (∂x′ ± i∂y′). These equations are dis-
tinct from Eqs. (4a)-(4c) indicating a breakdown of the
Galilean invariance. For an SO-coupled spin-2 BEC, the
moving solitons are the stationary solutions of Eqs. (17a)-
(17c) multiplied by a factor of eivy. The structure of the
moving soliton depends on the magnitude as well as di-
rection of velocity. Here we study the fate of a mov-
ing (−2,−1, 0,+1,+2)-type multi-ring soliton by solv-
ing Eqs. (17a)-(17c) numerically, for small SO-coupling
strength, as the velocity is increased. For example, con-
sidering c0 = −2.5, c1 = −0.025, c2 = 0.25, γ = 0.5 with
(a) v = 0.03 and (b) v = 0.1, the component densities
of the moving solitons are shown in Figs. 13(a)-(e) and
(f)-(j), respectively. The structure of the moving soli-
ton at two different velocities are quite distinct as can be
seen in Fig. 13. With the increase of velocity along y
axis, component phase-singularities move along x axis to
region of low density away from the center, resulting in
component densities without any vortex core at velocity
v = 0.1. For c0 = −2.5, c1 = −0.025, c2 = 0.25, γ = 0.5,
a self-trapped moving soliton with v > 0.3 does not exist.

We have also studied the head-on collision of these soli-
tons. At low velocities, the collision is inelastic while the
solitons come close to each other interact and form a
bound entity and never come out. On the other hand,
at large initial velocities the collision is quasi elastic; in
this case the solitons tend to pass through each other
without any change of velocity. For example, the head-
on collision between the solitons moving with |v| = 0.03
and c0 = −2.5, c1 = −0.025, c2 = 0.25, γ = 0.5, is shown
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FIG. 13: (Color online) Contour plot of density of components
(a) j = +2, (b) j = +1, (c) j = 0, (d) j = −1, and (e) j = −2
with c0 = −2.5, c1 = −0.025, c2 = 0.25, and γ = 0.5 moving
with v = 0.03 along +y; the same densities for velocity v = 0.1
in (f)-(j).

FIG. 14: (Color online) Contour plot of total density ρ(0, y, t)
as a function of y and t during the head-on collision between
the two solitons with c0 = −2.5, c1 = −0.025, c2 = 0.25, γ =
0.5 moving with velocity (a) |v| = ±0.03 and (b) |v| = ±0.1
along y axis in opposite direction.

in Fig. 14(a) through a contour plot of time evolution
of total density ρ(0, y, t) in the t − y plane. Similarly, a
quasi-elastic collision between two solitons moving with
velocity |v| = 0.1 is shown in Fig. 14(b). The collision
dynamics is consistent with the similar observations for
two SO-coupled spin-1 BECs [17].

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated the emergence of various self-
trapped stable solitons with supersolid-like crystalliza-
tion in a quasi-2D SO-coupled spin-2 BEC employing
analytic consideration and numerical solution of the un-

derlying mean-field GP equation. The minimization of
interaction and SO-coupling energies leads to the per-
missible winding-number combinations for axisymmetric
solitons. In the absence of interactions, we consider the
eigenfunctions of the single-particle Hamiltonian to con-
struct the order parameters consistent with multi-ring,
stripe, triangular-, and square-lattice density profiles. In
the presence of (attractive) interactions, we find that var-
ious types of solitons with spatially-periodic modulation
in density appears, including the ones inferred from a
study of the eigenfunctions of the single-particle Hamil-
tonian, due to an interplay of SO-coupling and interac-
tions.

The ground state for a small SO-coupling strength
(γ ≈ 0.5) is a radially symmetric multi-ring soliton
for weakly-ferromagnetic, cyclic and polar interactions,
whereas for a sufficiently strong-ferromagnetic interac-
tion, circularly-asymmetric soliton emerges as the ground
state. For intermediate SO-coupling strengths (γ ≈ 1),
in addition to the axisymmetric soliton, there could exist
a triangular-lattice soliton with a hexagonal crystalliza-
tion of matter in the soliton, explicit in both component
and total densities. On increasing the SO-coupling fur-
ther, one could have five quasi-degenerate solitons, e.g. a
multi-ring soliton, a square-lattice soliton, a stripe soli-
ton and a superstripe soliton, in all the magnetic phases,
and also circularly-asymmetric soliton in the ferromag-
netic phase. The quasi-degeneracy between the states
is in general lifted with either a decrease in the SO-
coupling strength γ or an increase in the attractive spin-
independent interaction strength |c0|. We also intro-
duced the Galilean-transformed model to study the mov-
ing solitons and the head-on collision dynamics between
two such solitons. A head-on collision between the two
solitons is inelastic at low velocities and the two solitons
can form a bound entity. At large velocities the collision
is quasi elastic, and the solitons pass through each other
without a substantial change of velocity.
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Appendix

For a spin-2 BEC, the spin-dependent interaction energy is given as [1]

Eint =

∫ (c1
2
|F|2 +

c2
2
|Θ|2

)
rdrdθ (18)

Using ansatz (7), the contribution of phase dependent terms in the spin dependent interaction energy (18) can be
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written as

Ephase
int = 2

√
6c1
∫
R0R

2
+1R+2rdr

∫
cos[(w0 − 2w+1 + w+2)θ + (α0 − 2α+1 + α+2)]dθ + 2

(
3c1 − c2

5

) ∫
R2

0R+1R−1rdr

×
∫

cos[(w+1 + w−1 − 2w0)θ + (α+1 + α−1 − 2α0)]dθ + 2
√

6c1
∫
R0R

2
−1R−2rdr

∫
cos[(w0 + w−2 − 2w−1)θ

+ (α0 + α−2 − 2α−1)]dθ

+ 2
√

6c1

∫
R0R+1R+2R−1rdr

∫
cos[(w+2 + w−1 − w0 − w+1)θ + (α+2 + α−1 − α0 − α+1)]dθ

+ 2c1
√

6
∫
R0R+1R−1R−2rdr

∫
cos[(w+1 + w−2 − w0 − w−1)θ + (α+1 + α−2 − α0 − α−1)]dθ

+ 4(c1 − c2
5 )
∫
R+1R+2R−1R−2rdr

∫
cos[(w+2 + w−2 − w+1 − w−1) + (α+2 + α−2 − α1 − α−1)]dθ

+ 2c2
5

∫
R+2R−2R

2
0rdr

∫
cos[(2w0 − w+2 − w−2)θ + (2α0 − α+2 − α−2)]dθ . (19)

A typical θ-dependent term in Eq. (19) can be written as [36]∫ 2π

0

cos(wsθ + αs)dθ =
sin(2πws + αs)

ws
− sinαs

ws
, (20)

where ws and αs, represent any of the linear combinations of wj ’s and αj ’s appearing as arguments of cosine,
respectively. As ws can only be an integer including zero, the absolute value of integral (20) is 2π if ws = 0 and αs is
an integer multiple of π. The exact values of αs has to be determined by minimizing energy (19) with ws = 0. The
permitted independent winding number relations thus are

w+1 + w−1 − 2w0 = 0, w+2 + w−2 − w+1 − w−1 = 0, w0 + w−2 − 2w−1 = 0. (21)

The energy contribution from SO-coupling terms, obtained by using ansatz (7), is

Eso =
∫
dxdy

∑
j φ
∗
jΓj

= γ

∫
dr

[
R+2e

i[(w+1−w+2−1)θ+(α+1−α+2)]
[∂R+1

∂r
+ w+1

R+1

r

]
+R−1e

i[(w−2−w+1−1)θ+(α−2−α−1)]
[∂R−2
∂r

+
w−2R−2

r

]
+R+1e

i[(w+2−w+1+1)θ+(α+2−α+1)]
[−∂R+2

∂r
+
w+2R+2

r

]
+R−2e

i[(w−1−w−2+1)θ+(α−1−α−2)]
[−∂R−1

∂r
+ w−1

R−1
r

]]
+

√
3

2
γ

∫
dr

[
R+1e

i[(w0−w+1−1)θ+(α0−α+1)]
[∂R0

∂r
+
w0R0

r

]
+R−1e

i[(w0−w−1+1)θ+(α0−α−1)]
[−∂R0

∂r
+
w0R0

r

]
+R0e

i[(w−1−w0−1)θ+(α−1−α0)]
[∂R−1
∂r

+
w−1R−1

r

]
+R0e

i[(w+1−w0+1)θ+(α+1−α0)]
[−∂R+1

∂r
+
w+1R+1

r

]]
, (22)

where r ≡ {x, y} ≡ {r, θ}. Again, a minimization of Eso

requires that

w+2 − w+1 + 1 = 0, w+1 − w0 + 1 = 0, (23)
w−2 − w−1 − 1 = 0, w−1 − w0 − 1 = 0, (24)

and linear combinations of αj ’s appearing in Eq. (22) are
integer multiple of π. The winding number relations in
Eq. (21) are not independent as all can be obtained from
winding number relations in Eqs. (23) and (24).
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